
Addendum to the S B Road proposal for integrating bus priority lanes – Dr Adhiraj Joglekar

The lanes on this road are wide enough to 
accommodate a 4 wheeler and a three 
wheeler. 

This causes unsafe rat-running within the 
lane and disorder on the roads. 

Further it is poor and sub-optimal 
utilisation of available road space. 



Once again, note the very wide lanes. 
In fact the junction shows the self – aggregation of vehicles at the signals in to 3 if not 4 lanes.



In fact through out the road, the peripheral lane remains unused or abused as a FREE parking lot. 

Symbiosis faculty and staff park all the way down to 
law college road and effectively take out one entire 
lane which may be better used for bus priority



This used to be the narrowest section of the SB road, but now widened 
sufficiently over the years to accommodate 3 lanes with ease.

But again, traffic uses inner 2 lanes while the left lane is unused or abused
by the rickshaws and parked vehicles at the bus stop ahead.



Additional observation from the above pictures: 
1. By virtue of keeping road lanes too wide, the road is disproportionately assigned to vehicular traffic at the cost of pedestrian 

facilities. Where possible footpath width should be increased, especially around street furniture and hawkers with licence (if they 
can’t be relocated) 

2. The last image (but also the previous images) shows very clearly that the road could accommodate 3 lanes along with wider footpaths 
in keeping with the Indian Road Congress Norms.

3. This being an arterial road (given the width and traffic density) which is now a dual carriage way (given the grade separator) should 
not allow parking at all. 

4. Other than the junctions traffic has always used the inner and middle lanes. This was because the left lane has historically been 
abused for free parking or was of poor quality secondary to disintegrated road edges and rudimentary footpaths. 

5. There is no reason (other than allowing free parking) why a bus lane offering priority to buses should not be introduced on the SB 
Road. 

6. Along with bus priority measures, additional pedestrian facilities need to offered –
o Staggered pedestrian crossings with refuges at the junctions 
o Use the non-hooked design for streamlining traffic at the junctions 
o Stop lines need to be in place, traffic lights locate such that it reduces chance of vehicles stopping beyond stop line. 
o Zebra crossings or better still a red pedestrian crossing area should be put in place at the junctions.
o A mid-block pedestrian crossing refuge opposite Ratna Hospital. This will not be signal controlled (and vehicles will have 

ROW) but used by pedestrians to cross over when traffic is paused from either side by traffic lights. This mid-block crossing is 
vital as two junctions on either side are significantly apart from each other on this section. 

o Signal phasing needs re-adjusting, as one of the images clearly shows a traffic lights counter at 59 seconds. This actually 
causes substantial tailbacks given that one traffic lights cycle is 240 seconds long. This cause waiting times of over 3 minutes. 
By reducing the traffic cycle to 120 / 160 seconds, a much better regulation of traffic flow is possible without causing 
significant tailbacks. This will also reduce the restlessness amongst waiting drivers. Pedestrian crossing phases should be 
integrated within the above and should work fine given that pedestrians will cross segments at a time. 

o The road should be marked with double red-lines along the footpath, making it a no parking/ no waiting road. 
o Bus routes and frequencies need reforming to improve connectivity of this part of Pune with other parts and also make the 

most of the bus lanes on either side. 
o Bus stops designs should be changed to ensure that pedestrians are not obstructed. 



I am now elaborating on various aspects of the previously communicate plan

I will showcase as many aspects / facets of the adjacent template as 
possible here. 

I am beginning with the demonstration of optimal use of road width by 
providing lanes of optimal width. In UK most lanes are just 2.7 meters 
wide (typical buses including articulated buses are 2.5 meters wide). 

The above picture shows how the lanes on this 30 mile per hour road are 
marked optimally, so much so that this road has also now managed to 
incorporate a cycle lane on it. 



London and UK bus priority schemes are implemented on even two lane roads. 

And implementing this scheme on the 3 + 3 lane S.B Road in Pune should not be too difficult –

Current Potential for cycle lane and bus lane (or wider footpaths instead of 
cycle lane, allowing use of bus lanes to cyclists only).



Current Potential for cycle lane and bus lane (or wider footpaths instead of 
cycle lane, allowing use of bus lanes to cyclists only).

To help facilitate the pedestrian movement, the bus stop design will need a change –

Current – obstructive design that spans entire width of footpath Simple right angle frame which leaves footpath free for movement



Dealing with junctions 

The junctions of Patrakar Nagar, Vetal baba chowk and the one across ICC will all be better served by an off-set non-hooked design as 
under. 

Current – no stop lines, no zebra markings, no pedestrian 
refuge

Note the right turn lanes are bang opposite the staggered 
pedestrian refuge and crossings, thus the exit straight 
ahead needs to be only 2 lanes as against the current 3 
lanes. This improves safety and allows the traffic to flow 
smoothly. 



Additional points about junctions: 

1. All 4 approach roads on Vetal baba chowk will need to use staggered crossings with pedestrian refuge. 
2. On other hand the approach road from Sheti Maha Mandal and Ramesh Market at Patrakar Nagar chowk need to have basic 

pedestrian refuge. This will also apply to the refuge on the road coming from the ICC at the signalised junction across ICC

Basic pedestrian refuge on the side lanes of a major
Junction can do with simpler pedestrian refuges. 

3. all crossings at the major junctions should be disabled friendly and have dropped kerbs 
4. pedestrians will cross short segments at a time and their movement will be integrated within the traffic lights cycle – for an 

example see this link - http://better.pune.googlepages.com/pedestrian_crossing_crossroads.pdf

� Location of traffic lights and stop lines should be moved behind 
such that drivers are made to stop well behind. For examples, 
please study this link 
http://better.pune.googlepages.com/TrafficSignalsPics.pdf

� Traffic timers should be removed as they create driver restlessness 
� No FREE left turns should be allowed 
� No U turns should be allowed. 
� Signal timings – At Patrakar Nagar chowk, signal timings should be 

30 seconds for traffic along SB road and 10 to 15 seconds for traffic 
coming from the road behind passport office (sheti maha mandal) 
and its opposite equivalent coming from Ramesh Market side. 
These two roads have much dense traffic and 15 seconds should 
suffice. This was the over all traffic cycle is no more than 90 
seconds, reducing tailbacks and driver restlessness. At Vetal Baba 
chowk, the traffic lights should be 30 seconds along the SB road 
axis and 20 seconds for the roads along the axis to Model Colony. 
This again will reduce the wait times considerably to 100 seconds 
cycle. The ICC signal should be 30 seconds for traffic along SB 
road and 10 seconds for traffic coming from ICC, thus the cycle is 
only 70 seconds long. 

http://better.pune.googlepages.com/pedestrian_crossing_crossroads.pdf
http://better.pune.googlepages.com/TrafficSignalsPics.pdf


Mid-block pedestrian crossing opposite Ratna hospital 

This is a mid-block crossing on a 3 + 3 lane road in UK. The only difference being that grade separation height on either side of the 
pedestrian refuge is very low. On SB road, on either side of the mid-block pedestrian refuge there will be road dividers. 

� The crossing does not give pedestrians right of the way. 
� It will not be controlled by signals. 
� Pedestrians will cross when traffic has paused on either side at Patrakar Nagar Chowk and Vetal Baba Chowk. 



Treatment of side lanes along SB Road to streamline traffic and reduce conflict of peripheral bus lanes with side lanes



Special considerations –

Treatment of drive ways along bus lanes

The bus lanes in this model are not entirely segregated. Although the number of 
conflicting side-lanes can be minimised as already shown, some times driveways to dead ends or residential societies do happen to 
exist along the way. In such an event, the bus lane marking is serrated (as shown above) just opposite the driveway. Here mixed 
vehicles can come in and out but turn over the serrated portions only but have to give way to buses at all times. 

Bur priority is rarely affected as volume of traffic coming in/out of such driveways is negligible / small.  



Treatment of junction of SB road and Ganeshkhind road
This clearly will be one of the most 
challenging junctions to deal with. Due to 
existence of a flyover, and significant
traffic under / along the flyover, this 
junction will need to be regulated by 
traffic lights. 

Note: the entry point to SB road from 
Ganeshkhind road is a two lane road 
which flays out to become a 3 lane road. 

This allows space for pedestrian refuge in
the middle (not shown in this picture). 

Bus priority towards Baner / Pashan ? 
Aundh and Simla Chowk can be managed 
in this setting, once again through optimal 
use of available space by optimising the 
road lane widths. 



Should bus lanes at junctions have a separate phase within the traffic lights cycle? 

This is preferable. Typically technology such as SCOOT may be considered, but is not vital for overall performance. Traffic lights cycle 
may begin with a 10-15 seconds green light for the buses followed by 30 seconds for mixed vehicular traffic. Adjustments to this will 
bee needed depending on bus frequencies to ensure there is no tailback of buses at the junctions. 

The London / UK bus priority does not rely exclusively on right of way, in fact it is not practicable to attempt to do so, and hence the 
goals are modest –

1. Improve overall speed of bus based transport across the city
2. Wider coverage
3. Improvements in overall reliability and promptness of services. 

Next page demonstrates possible use of contra-flow bus priority to further improve connectivity of above scheme



Further bus priority enhancements

Some creative thinking could help transform bus travel and bus priority within Pune. Here I aim to showcase the usefulness of contra-
flow bus lanes to improve connectivity and further enhance the bus priority proposal for SB Road. 

Note the roads SB road connects with – BMCC, Bhandarkar and Prabhat road. The 3 roads are deeply inter-connected, but narrow. 
Despite their narrow width, these roads can become vital in playing a role in improving bus coverage, connectivity and reliability by 
accommodating contra-flow bus priority schemes. One such scheme has operated in narrow streets of south Mumbai for over 3 
decades. 



Explaining the contra-flow systems: 

Please use zoom setting is needed to appreciate the 
adjacent diagram. 

The top half shows possible one way systems along 
parallel roads. The red line is a bus lanes, the blue line 
indicates mixed traffic and red and blue together also 
stands for mixed traffic (but inclusive of buses). 

Note that in the top half the one way flow systems are 
such that they are opposite in direction along the two 
parallel roads. Here the bus lane and mixed lane move in 
one direction. 

The bottom image is different in that the parallel roads 
have traffic moving in both directions, except that one 
direction is exclusively for buses only. Buses are moving 
opposite to the mixed traffic. 

The advantage of doing this (the system represented in 
bottom half) is that people living in residential settings 
along these roads are less affected in comparison to the 
system shown in the top half. 

Allowing mixed flow in opposite direction with interconnected 
parallel roads makes it possible to reach any destination along 
the small side-lanes of these roads.



How can this be used in Pune?

This is a schematic representation. 

The actual direction of flow of the 
suggested contra-flow bus lanes 
and mixed lanes may have to be 
altered according to traffic counts. 

As a rule mixed vehicular traffic 
will not flow in the direction of the 
bus lane but opposite to the same. 

Substantial gains in speed and 
reliability as well as coverage are 
possible by using such measures. 
Significantly, these are methods by 
way of which bus priority 
measures can be implemented on 
narrowest of roads (1 + 1 lane on 
either side). 

Proposal compiled by 
Dr Adhiraj Joglekar 


